Freddy Goes to Florida
ACTIVITY SHEET

TRIVIA QUESTIONS:
1. Why does Mr. Bean not use an alarm clock?
2. What color is Mr. Bean’s night cap?
3. Who is the old lady on the back seat of the phaeton?
4. What type of food is not good for ducks?
5. What color is Hank?
6. Who taught Freddy to swim?

FILL IN THE BLANKS:
Robert brought back an _____ _____and _____ _____’s picture from his trip.

MATCH THE NUMBERS TO THE CORRECT OBJECTS:
4 dogs
8 dollar gold piece which made up the floor of the ants’ dining room
2 cows
10 patchwork quilts on Mr. Bean’s bed
3 age of the Grandfather of All the Animals
20 sisters of Henrietta
800 Henrietta’s and Charles’ children

MAPS
Can you make a map to show the Bean Farm Animals how to get to Florida?
start the animals in New York and show (or list) the states through which they would travel to reach Florida

LOOK IT UP
Find the dates that Ponce de Leon was in Florida.
What happened to Ponce de Leon?

UNSCRAMBLE THE LETTERS TO DISCOVER WHAT PONCE DE LEON WAS SEARCHING FOR IN FLORIDA?
niaouftn fo huyot
TRIVIA QUESTIONS:
1. He cannot afford an alarm clock.
2. White with a red tassel
3. Freddy in disguise
4. Candy
5. White
6. Jinx

FILL IN THE BLANKS:
alarm clock, Aunt Etta’s

MATCH THE NUMBERS TO THE CORRECT OBJECTS:
4 patchwork quilts on Mr Bean’s bed
8 sisters of Henrietta
2 dogs
10 Henrietta’s and Charles’ children
3 cows
20 dollar gold piece which made up the floor of the ants’ dining room
800: age of the Grandfather of All the Animals

UNSCRAMBLE THE LETTERS:
fountain of youth
FREDDY GOES TO THE NORTH POLE
ACTIVITY SHEET

QUIZ
1. Who taught Freddy how to read?
2. What words do pigs use only when they are thoroughly disgusted with people?
3. What kind of animals were Armando and Juanita?
4. What kind of army rescued Charles and Jack from the wolves?
5. What is the name of Charles' and Henrietta's eldest daughter?
6. Which animal took the place of a lame reindeer to help Santa deliver his presents on Christmas Eve?

MATCH-UP PUZZLE
Here is a list of the 18 animals that went to the North Pole. Draw a line to connect the name of each animal with the type of animal that he or she is.

1. Bill                          A. Bear
2. Cecil                        B. Cat
3. Charles                      C. Cow
4. Cousin Augustus              D. Cow
5. Eek                          E. Crow
6. Eeny                         F. Dog
7. Ferdinand                    G. Dog
8. Freddy                       H. Goat
9. Hank                         I. Hen
10. Henrietta                   J. Horse
11. Jack                        K. Horse
12. Jinx                        L. Mouse
13. Peter                       M. Mouse
14. Mrs. Wiggins                N. Mouse
15. Mrs. Wogus                  O. Mouse
16. Quik                        P. Pig
17. Robert                      Q. Porcupine
18. Uncle William               R. Rooster
FREDDY GOES TO THE NORTH POLE
ANSWER SHEET

QUIZ
1. Jinx
2. "Umph"
3. Alligators
4. An army of ants
5. Leah
6. Uncle William

MATCH-UP PUZZLE
1-H
2-Q
3-R
4-L
5-M
6-N
7-E
8-P
9-J
10-I
11-F
12-B
13-A
14-C
15-D
16-O
17-G
18-K
| A | W | C | L | E | N | P | R | H | C | T | H | A | N | K | H | C |
| J | B | E | D | M | U | S | G | M | I | D | E | K | V | I | W | O |
| A | X | E | V | P | N | F | B | R | E | T | E | P | L | X | Y | U |
| C | K | N | Y | U | C | Z | A | S | X | Q | J | F | J | N | M | S |
| K | Z | Y | Z | J | L | T | Q | W | R | K | P | L | N | I | Z | I |
| B | M | Y | N | Y | E | P | S | O | T | Q | R | O | S | J | G | N |
| A | C | M | R | S | W | I | G | G | I | N | S | A | R | L | T | A |
| T | X | D | X | X | I | W | V | U | F | V | S | K | O | U | M | U |
| T | Y | B | I | L | L | W | Z | S | R | J | B | R | B | N | C | G |
| E | W | D | F | F | L | K | Q | H | E | H | G | P | E | Q | H | U |
| I | I | L | J | G | I | G | U | J | D | C | H | A | R | L | E | S |
| R | Y | I | V | L | A | H | I | Z | D | Q | L | G | T | K | P | T |
| N | M | C | M | F | M | K | J | Y | O | I | K | F | N | W | U |
| E | N | E | D | J | T | S | R | R | K | U | Q | E | M | D | P | S |
| H | C | C | K | R | D | N | A | N | I | D | R | E | F | H | C | X |
| B | P | M | Q | A | P | S | V | T | O | R | L | V | N | L | G | B |

**FREDDY GOES TO THE NORTH POLE - WORDFIND PUZZLE**

Find and circle the names of the 18 animals that went to the North Pole. The names of the animals are listed in the **Match Up Puzzle**. (Warning: some of them may be spelled upside-down or backwards!)
WORDFIND PUZZLE Answers
FREDDY THE DETECTIVE
activity sheet

WORD MEANING
"detectives seldom used force; they used guile.”
(chapter IV)
GUILE: SLYNESS AND CUNNING IN DEALING WITH OTHERS

TRIVIA
1. What are the names of the Beans’ adopted children?
2. Which duck faints?
3. Who is the leader of the rats?
4. How does Freddy feel towards the criminals after he catches them?
5. How did Freddy break one of his front teeth?
6. Who is Zero?
7. What book does Freddy mention and who is his literary hero?
8. Who is the only animal who voted against a jail?
9. What is the name of Freddy’s sister’s husband?
10. Who is “Olfred”?
11. Of what terrible crime is Jinx accused?
12. Who has been stealing Prinny’s dinner? Why are their no footprints?

FILL IN THE BLANKS
1. In their partnership, Freddy provided the_____ and Mrs. Wiggins supplied the _______ _________.

2. Zero attached himself to ____________

UNSCRAMBLE THE LETTERS
unscramble the letters to find the names of the 2 robbers
1. edr
2. eolyo
MATCHING GAMES

match each character to his role

Jock
Mr. Boner
Hank
Charles
Peter

jailer
foreman of the jury
detective
policeman
judge

match the names to the animals

George
Zero
Egbert
Ezra

rabbit
rat
wasp
horsefly
FREGINALD
ACTIVITY PAGE
By Ibby Han, age 11 and Hannah McLean, age 8

Answer the 7 questions below. Put the circled letter of each answer in the matching numbered box in the donut. When you have all 7 letters, rearrange them to find the name of a character in FREGINALD.

1. What business did Mr. Boomschmidt run?  
2. What is Freginald’s original name?  
3. What is the name of the bareback rider?  
4. What is Mr. Hackenmayer’s favorite food?  
5. Who is the bear that teased Freginald?  
6. What was Freginald’s most successful job at the circus?  
7. What is the name of the former clown?  

___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
I. All about animals. This has two parts. The first part is a phrase from the book that says something about a certain kind of animal, except that I’ve blanked out two words in each phrase. You have to fill in the kind of animal for one word and something about the animal for the other word. To help you out, the second part asks a question about a character who is the kind of animal you need to fill in for the first part.

1. a. You _____(s) are awfully lucky having _____ you can wag.
   b. Who is the first animal that Adoniram rescues from the flood?
2. a. One very bad thing about being a ______ is that you have to get up at sunrise and _____.
   b. Who operates Bertram, the clockwork twin?
3. a. _____ as a ______
   b. Who has a beautifully curled mane?
4. a. _____(s) are supposed to do nothing but _____
   b. Who wins the Adoniram Bean Diligence Medal for figuring out a way for the boys to tell each other their middle names?

II. Who?
5. Whom does Ronald marry?
6. Who opposes the wedding at first?
7. Who kisses the bride?
8. Who is the first line of defense against Adoniram's uncle?
9. Who paints the face on Bertram?
10. Who is awarded the Benjamin Bean Distinguished Service Medal?

III. What?
11. What does Freddy invent?
12. What happens to the police sergeant's pencil?
13. What was Uncle Ben's job before he retired?
14. What town is closest to where Adoniram lives?
15. What does Mrs. Church give the gypsies?

IV. Just for fun
16. Byram and Adoniram have a middle name that is so silly that they don't want to tell anyone what it is. Can you think of a name beginning with "R" that's so silly you wouldn't want anyone to know it if it was yours?
CLOCKWORK TWIN
ANSWER SHEET

ANSWERS:
1. a. dog, tail
   b. Georgie
2. a. rooster, crow
   b. Ronald
3. a. brave, lion
   b. Leo
4. a. pig, eat
   b. Freddy
5. Cackletta
6. Charles
7. Hank
8. Sniffy Wilson (and his family)
9. Jinx
10. Ronald
11. Pockets for animals
12. He swallows it
13. Clockmaker
14. Snare Forks
15. Her jewelry
BOYS
Name the 2 boys adopted by the Beans. __________  __________

FILL IN THE BLANKS
1. Mrs. Bean baked cakes for animals on their birthdays. "Except for Mrs. Wogus, who didn't like cake, she baked a birthday _________ _______ ."
2. The 3 wealthiest depositors in the bank were __________, __________ and __________.

PRESIDENTS
The woodpecker told the Bean animals that in his family the eldest son is always named after one of the Presidents. Fill in the Presidents' last names in the second column, and, in the last column, write which number President each was.

| Abraham | __________ |
| Woodrow | __________ |
| George  | __________ |
| John Quincy | __________ |

POLITICS
1. Which animal or who came up with the idea of calling the Republic "F.A.R."
2. What do the letters FAR represent?
3. What is the name of Grover's political party?

MAKE WORDS
How many words can you make from the letters in the name Adoniram? (the record, so far, is 43 words)

MATCH THE NAME TO AN ANIMAL: after each character's name, write the type of animal s/he is
Jacob _________; Robert _______; Georgie _______; Quik _________;
Mr. Webb _______; Mrs. Wogus _______; Ferdinand _________; Emma _________; Hank _______; John _______; Peter _______; Sniffy Wilson _________;
Ezra _______; Whibley _______; Ronald _________; Grover _________;
X _________; Marcus _________

WORD DEFINITION give 2 definitions of a platform
FREDDY THE POLITICIAN
(WIGGINS FOR PRESIDENT)
ANSWER SHEET

BOYS
Byram and Adoniram

FILL IN THE BLANKS
1. apple pie
2. Ferdinand, Alice and Emma

PRESIDENTS
Abraham Lincoln 16th President
Woodrow Wilson 28th President
George Washington 1st President
John Quincy Adams 6th President

POLITICS
1. Robert
2. First Animal Republic
3. The Equality Party

MATCH THE NAME TO AN ANIMAL
Jacob-wasp; Robert-dog; Georgie-dog; Quik-mouse; Mr. Webb-spider;
Mrs. Wogus-cow; Ferdinand-crow; Emma-duck; Hank-horse; John-fox;
Peter-bear; Sniffy Wilson-skunk; Ezra-rat; Whibley-owl; Ronald-rooster;
Grover-woodpecker; X-woodpecker; Marcus-rabbit

WORD DEFINITION
1. a raised flooring
2. a statement of policies adopted by a political party
FREDDY AND THE BEAN HOME NEWS

ACTIVITY SHEET

WHO SAID IT?
1. “Yes, Dear”
2. “Everybody likes compliments if they’re true.”
3. “No country can fail to win its wars when even the animals are patriotic.”
4. “Politics ain’t news”

NUMBERS
1. Chiquita was the _____th daughter of Charles and Henrietta.
2. A piece of iron that weighed as much as 3 rabbits would weigh ____ lbs.
3. How much did The Bean Home News cost weekly?
4. How much was a yearly subscription to The Bean Home News?
5. How many legs does Fido have?
6. How old is Mrs. Peppercorn in this book?

WHY, WHAT, HOW AND WHO
1. Why did Mrs. Wiggins not bring Freddy the file when he was a prisoner in the cellar?
2. What was Mrs. Underdunk’s husband’s name?
3. What is the name of the newspaper Mrs. Underdunk owns?
4. How was Jonas Harrington, after falling off a ladder and breaking his leg, able to hop home with the broken leg under his arm?
5. Why didn’t Freddy get hurt when he fell down the steps of the Centerboro Guardian office?
6. Why did Freddy slide off the chair in Mr. Dimsy’s parlor?
7. Why was Cecil chosen to stay with Ernest, Jr.?
8. Who gave Freddy, disguised as a little boy in a sailor suit, the name ‘Longfellow’?
9. Who was looking for Aladdine’s lamp?

FILL IN THE BLANKS
1. Freddy taught Jerry to___________.
2. Jerry’s pet’s name was___________.

MATCH THE ANIMAL TO THE NAME
1. porcupine Mr. J. Bantam Merrythought.
2. pig Jerry Peters
3. frog Abigail
4. beetle Cecil
5. rooster Ernest, Jr.
6. hen Theodore
7. ant Fido
MATCH THE NAME TO THE PROFESSION

1. Blunder
   Grocer
2. Smith
   Detective
3. Winterpool
   Bank President
4. Jason Banks
   Senator
5. Willey
   Doctor
6. Henry Weezer
   Hardware Store
7. Lieber and Wingus
   Chauffeur
8. Harry Ketcham
   Judge

BONUS QUESTIONS

1. How did Jinx’s father lose his voice?
2. Which tale of *The Arabian Nights* was Bill reading?
Freddy's Cousin Weedly

1. What did Jinx do to make the time pass more quickly?

2. Who was Weedly's mother?

3. What was Weedly's real name?

4. The Snedekers came from______________.
   Iowa    Ohio    Indiana    Wyoming

5. Into which room in the Beans' house did the Webbs move during the Beans' absence?

6. Which of the 4 mice ate a coffee bean at dinner and could not sleep at night?

7. To which of the following places did the Webbs not travel on the toy steam engine? (2 answers)
   Persia    Mesopotamia    Turkey    Sahara    Australia

8. What could Mr. Bean not find (buy) in Paris?

9. According to Walter R. Brooks, why was Uncle Snedeker considered a pretty good husband?

10. "Just a yawn on 4 legs" describes who?

11. How old is Mrs. Peppercorn in this book?

12. Who is Jasper?

13. Why is pink not Freddy's color?

14. Whose biological Aunt is Aunt Effie?

15. What did Freddy tell the cows the RSVP stood for on their invitations?

16. Name 4 items Freddy kept in his study (in the pigpen).

17. The following words of wisdom were said by whom:
   "There's 2 ends to a joke. Depends on which end you get hold of whether its fun or not."
Answers: Freddy’s Cousin Weedly Trivia Questions
1. waved his tail fast
2. Cora
3. William
4. Ohio
5. spare bedroom
6. Quick
7. Australia, Turkey
8. his brand of pipe tobacco, “Pride of the Farm”
9. he almost always did what Aunt Effie told him to do
10. Ernest
11. almost 90
12. a mosquito
13. it makes him look very fat
14. Mr. Bean’s, her mother was Mr. Bean’s grandmother
15. Refreshments Served Very Promptly
16. books, papers, disguises, stamp collection
17. Whibley
FREDDY AND THE IGNORMUS

ACTIVITY PAGE

MATCH THE NAME TO THE ANIMAL

Theodore . duck
21 centipede
Simon frog
Minx beetle
Georgie rabbit
Whibley rat
Uncle Wesley dog
Weedly cat
Homer owl
Randolph pig
Jeffrey snake

WHO, WHAT, WHY, WHERE AND HOW
1. What type of book was Freddy trying to write for animals?
2. How can you tell when Freddy is afraid?
3. Who made up the name ‘Ignormus’?
4. Who led the F.A.R. charge up the steps of the Grimby house?
5. Why did Freddy type the card “There isn’t any Ignormus”?
6. What color is Hank?
7. Where do the Webbs live?
8. What part of her body did Mrs. Wogus sprain when she collided with a tree?

NUMBERS
1. How many children does Charles have?
2. How many rabbits were in Mrs. Wiggins standing army?
3. Simon is the worst liar in _______ counties.
4. The W on the Christmas napkins stand for how many cows?

THE F.A.R. FLAG
1. For what do the initials F.A.R. stand?
2. There are ____ (number) stars on the F.A.R. flag. The stars are for ____________
3. How many stripes are on the flag?
4. The stripes represent ________________________________________________
5. When was the F.A.R. flag flown?
6. What is the anniversary (day and month) of the F.A.R.?

IDENTIFY THE NICKNAME
1. Old Hoot and Goggle
2. Scratch-and-Peck
UNSCRAMBLE
1. lhpraCt       one of Charles' and Henrietta's children
2. feerbt        the word Charles used to describe being left alone by his friends

FILL IN THE BLANK
Uncle Wesley said it wasn't strength that counted in warfare, it was ____________.

WHO SAID IT?
"Well, I'll be hornswoogled!"

BONUS QUESTIONS
1. What breed of dog is Robert?
2. How many hours did it take Mr. Webb to get from the cowbarn to Freddy's study window?
3. How many children did the widow Winnick have?
FREDDY AND THE PERILOUS ADVENTURE
ACTIVITY PAGE

Connect the names to the animals or the profession:
Sanford  elephant
Zero  alligator
George  woodpecker
Leslie  squirrel
Golcher  fly
Louise  wasp
Rudy  balloonist

Match the characters with the words that describe them:
Uncle Wesley  Noble
Oscar  Dishonest
Freddy  Pompous
Mr. Golcher  Stuck-up
Breckenridge  Intrepid

On the 3rd line write the type of animal each name is.

TRIVIA QUESTIONS:
1. What famous painting hangs in the Bean's front parlor?
2. Name the “very first creature to go up in any balloon, any where?”
3. Why can't Freddy make his speech on the Fourth of July?
4. Freddy wrestles Mr. Golcher twice, but both times a friend of Freddy helps him win. Who are those friends?
5. Who was Jonas P. Whortleberry?

WHO IS IT?
“An overgrown biped with his knees turned backward and a length of garden hose for a neck”

ALLITERATIONS or words that begin with the same letter:
1. Henry P. Golcher was known as the B__________________B___________.
2. Freddy was known as that p________________ of p__________________, the
   p________________ p__________________.
3. Match the duck to the appropriate alliteration: daring  dithering
   Alice, the d___________duck  Emma, the d___________duck

CREATIVE TIME:
1. Draw a picture of a “quadrupedal orator.”
2. Breckenridge speaks in the “high-flown” language eagles use because of their status as our national bird. Translate Breckenridge’s words to Freddy into language you would use yourself:  “Let not your native greed overmaster caution. No need to share these viands, prepared for you by the capable spouse of the worthy Bean, with the finny folk in the water below us.”
FREDDY AND THE PERILOUS ADVENTURE
ANSWER SHEET

Connect the names to the animals or the profession:
Sanford-woodpecker; Zero-fly; George-wasp; Leslie-alligator; Golcher-balloonist; Louise-elephant; Rudy-squirrel

Match the characters with the words that describe them:
Uncle Wesley-Pompous-duck; Oscar-Intrepid-ostrich; Freddy-Noble-pig; Mr. Golcher-Dishonest-man; Breckenridge-Stuck-up-eagle

TRIVIA QUESTIONS:
1. Washington Crossing the Delaware
2. a duck
3. because his mouth is full of taffy
4. Leo and Mr. Webb
5. Freddy

WHO IS IT?
Oscar the Ostrich

ALLITERATIONS or words that begin with the same letters:
1. Bounding, Balloonist
2. paragon, pugnacity, perilous, pig
3. Alice-daring duck; Emma, dithering duck
TRIVIA
1. What did the Bean animals do with the money they took out of the First Animal Bank?
2. Why did Jinx not go swimming with Freddy and Weedly on a hot day?
3. Underline the 3 words that describe Hank.
   Young old brown white dog horse
4. Which of the Bean animals got seasick on a cruise?
5. In his poem, "Home is where the heart is," Freddy says he would not like the Winch family even if he were _____.
6. Mrs. Webb looked just like Mr. Webb, small, plump, and black with 8 legs, except she wore ______.
7. Underline the 2 words that describe Simon.
   Sprightly old youthful brown grey arthritic
8. Who started the War Food Product Board, the WFPB?
9. Who swallowed Zero?

WHO SAID IT?
1. Who called Charles a "long-legged feather duster"?
2. Who said "You've sold your birthright for a lot of cold water."

BONUS QUESTIONS
1. To whom was Simon referring when he said they were: "peekers and priers and sneaky snoops"
2. What are the Winches' first names?
FREDDY AND MR. CAMPHOR
ANSWER SHEET

TRIVIA
1. They put it into war savings stamps
2. Cats like hot weather
3. Old, white, horse
4. Uncle Wesley
5. Clean
6. Bangs
7. Old, brown
8. Mr. Webb
9. Waldo, the hoptoad

WHO SAID IT?
1. Zero
2. Mr. Winch

BONUS QUESTIONS
1. Elmo and Waldo, the hoptoads
2. Sarah and Zebedee
FREDDY AND THE POPINJAY
ACTIVITY PAGE

WHO, WHAT, WHY, AND WHERE
1. Who is Riley?
2. What color is Hank?
3. Why did the robin grab Freddy’s tail?
4. What is the name of the oculist (eye doctor)?
5. Why did Jerry borrow money from the First Animal Bank?
6. What breed of dog is Robert?
7. What was Miss Peebles first name?
8. What damage did Jimmy Witherspoon cause to Bill, the goat, with his slingshot?
9. Who or what was Raymond?
10. Who was Netty Trimble?

CIRCLE
1. The tasks Freddy could do with his trotters.
   Use a pencil  type  sew  use a fork and spoon
2. The stories Jimmy Witherspoon enjoyed hearing
   King Arthur and his Knights  Robin Hood  Treasure Island
3. The person who said: “It’s the first steps that count.”?
   Mr. Bean  Mr. Campher  Dr. Watt  Mr. Weezer

BONUS QUESTIONS
1. Miss Peebles always wore a large brooch. What picture was on it?
2. On Sundays, Miss Peebles wore a brooch with a different picture. What was it?
3. What are the names of Joseph’s two children?
FREDDY AND THE POPINJAY
ANSWER SHEET

WHO, WHAT, WHY AND WHERE
1. Mrs. Church’s chauffeur
2. white
3. He thought it was a worm
4. Dr. Watt
5. to buy a new set of shoes
6. collie
7. Harriet
8. Jimmy took a nick out of one of Bill’s horns
9. the head woodchuck
10. Mrs. Witherspoon’s maiden name

CIRCLE THE TASKS
1. Use a pencil, type, use a fork and spoon
2. King Arthur and his Knights
3. Mr. Campher

BONUS QUESTIONS
1. Niagara Falls
2. The Bridge of Sighs
3. Orson and Brunnhilde
FREDDY THE PIED PIPER

Matching: Following are the names of animals in Mr. Boomschmidt's circus. What animals do they represent?

Jerry  Elephant
Leo    Buzzard
Rod    Boa Constrictor
Hannibal Tiger
Willy   Rhinoceros
Rajah  Horse
Phil   Lion

Who Says

1. "It's hard to know just what to give a pig. But money is always useful."
2. "We've always tackled thing together, haven't we?"
3. "We were both brought up by the Beans."
4. "A henna rinse would fix it up. And I ought to have another permanent wave."
5. "Well, my feelings are hurt awful easy. You just ask Leo if they don't."
6. "I reckon I sort of made a pig -- oh, excuse me; I mean I made a hog"

Who, What, When, Where, Why and How

1. Who pays a surprise visit to the farm and gets a terrible cold?
2. Who is Mrs. J. Perkins Vandertwiggen?
3. Who gives Freddy and Jinx a lift to Tallmanville?
4. What holiday do the animals celebrate at the beginning of the book?
5. What is Freddy's mailing address?
6. Why do Freddy and Jinx go to Tallmanville?
7. How does Freddy travel, in the dead of winter, from his pig pen to the cow barn?
8. Where is Mr. Boomschmidt living?
9. When do the animals leave for Virginia?P
FREDDY AND THE PIED PIPER
ANSWER SHEET

Matching

Jerry = Rhinoceros
Leo = Lion
Rod = Horse
Hannibal = Elephant
Willy = Boa Constrictor
Rajah = Tiger
Phil = Buzzard

Who Says

1. the wealthy Mrs. Church
2. Jinx, speaking to Freddy
3. Freddy to Jinx
4. Leo talking about his mane
5. Mr. Boomschmidt to Freddy
6. Phil the buzzard

Who, What, When, Where, Why and How

1. Jerry the rhinoceros
2. Freddy in disguise
3. Mrs. Church and her driver, Reilly
4. St. Valentine's Day
5. Bean Farm, RFD #2, Centerboro, NY
6. To rescue Leo the lion, who is being held captive by the evil Mrs. Giffin
7. On skis, with nearly disastrous results
8. In Yare’s Corners, Virginia
9. It was well along in March
I. Match each name on the left with the animal on the right.
1. Presto a. Bear
2. Mr. Pomeroy b. Owl
3. Jonesy c. Robin
d. Giraffe
e. Rabbit

II. Trivia
1. How did Freddy detect who stole the blueberry pie?
2. How did Freddy make coins jump out of his pocket?
3. Why did Hattie Bland move from California to Centerboro?
4. How did Freddy saw a cat in two?
5. What disguise did Freddy use as Marshall Groper?

III. Vocabulary
1. Sedulous: diligent, persevering
2. Perspicacious: shrewd, possessing keen mental vision
3. Emolument: compensation for work done, wage
4. Sesquipedalian: look this one up yourself

IV. Creativity
Finish Freddy’s poem:
O give me a home
Where no buffaloes roam,
    But the pigs and the porcupines play.
If it rains we’ve the barn,
So we don’t give a darn
    When the skies are all cloudy and grey.
Home, home on the farm.
    Where the corn and the canteloupes grow;
Where often is seen
Mr. William F. Bean,
    And the --
(Extra Credit: which word did Freddy misspell?)
Freddy mentions several rhymes: slow, glow, slow, flow, toe, etc.
If you like your line, send it to:
    Nancy Joroff, 181 Lexington Rd., Concord, MA 01742.
After sedulous examination, our perspicacious panel of judges will reward the best line with a suitable emolument.
I. Matching
1e, 2c, 3d, 4b, 5a

II. Trivia
1. He made each suspect stick out his tongue.
2. He had a mouse in each pocket.
3. She was pleased by Freddy's kindness, good manners, and magic tricks.
4. He used two cats.
5. An Indian suit, with feathered war bonnet and fringed leggings.

Vocabulary
4. Hint: the word comes from the Latin for one-and-a-half and foot.

IV. Extra credit: cantAloupes
TRIVIA
1. On which day of the week is Freddy an editor?
2. According to Mr. Pomeroy, the staff of life are ______.
3. Freddy's pet ant's name is ______.
4. Why did the mosquitoes not bite Mr. Camphor and Freddy when they were sleeping on the beach?
5. What do the initials E.H.A. stand for?
6. Whose fudge was "the cat's eyeballs"?
7. Which characters headed the Committee for Animal Defence?
8. Which animals guarded the weak places in the barn walls when Robert sprayed ammonia into the barn?

WHO SAID IT?
1. "Claws and teeth, comrades; claws and teeth!"
2. "The thought of my own son, imprisoned, alone, despairing"
3. "I come from beyond the tomb."

NUMBERS
1. How old was Mr. Camphor when, as an orphan, he went to live with his aunts?
2. How old is Mr. Camphor during Camping?
3. How many flapjacks did Freddy eat his first night camping?
4. How many mothballs did Freddy slip into the outside breast pocket of Mr. Eha's coat?

BONUS QUESTIONS
1. What was the first name of Mr. Bean's grandfather?
2. What poem/song did Freddy paraphrase in his poem/song "By the old hotel at Lakeside"?
TRIVIA
1. Thursday
2. Worms
3. Jerry
4. They did not like the smell of mothballs
5. Edward Henry Anderson
6. Miss Minerva's
7. Freddy was the Chairman
   Mrs. Wiggins was Chairwoman
8. The skunks, Sniffy Wilson and his family

WHO SAID IT?
1. Charles
2. Simon
3. Mr. Eha

NUMBERS
1. 5
2. 40
3. 16
4. 3

BONUS QUESTIONS
1. Bezaliel
2. The Road to Mandalay
FREDDY PLAYS FOOTBALL

What's in a Name?

1. What is Mrs. Bean's first name?

2. What is her brother's name?
3. What team is Centerboro's chief rival?
4. Who is the proprietor of the Centerboro Hotel?
5. Can you name the five members of the Centerboro School Board?

Tell Me Why

1. Why does Freddy "steal" Mr. Bean's $5,000.00?
2. Why does Freddy enroll in Centerboro High School?
3. Why does Freddy pay a visit to his nearly identical cousin Weedly?
4. Why does Freddy once again disguise himself as an old Irish washerwoman?
5. Why doesn't the sheriff go to Church?

Matching

Match each name that follows to the type of animal it represents:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Animal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Theodore</td>
<td>Wildcat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph</td>
<td>Frog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncle Solomon</td>
<td>Horse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John</td>
<td>Beetle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mac</td>
<td>Bear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homer</td>
<td>Snake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randolph</td>
<td>Fox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack</td>
<td>Screech Owl</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FREDDY PLAYS FOOTBALL
ANSWER SHEET

What's In A Name?
1. Martha
2. Aaron Doty
3. Tushville
4. Ollie Groper
5. Mrs. Church, Herb Garble, Mr. Weezer, Judge Willley, and Mr. Gridley, who was also principal of the high school

Tell Me Why
1. To stop him from giving it to the fraudulent Mr. Doty
2. So that he can play football -- and to get an education!
3. To ask him to fill in for him when he -- being a very busy pig -- is not able to attend classes; this leads to some comic misunderstandings; see pp. 133 - 136
4. To expose Mr. Doty as a fraud
5. Because he would have to wear a necktie which would mean that whenever he sang hymns, his Adam's apple would get hung up on top of the necktie's knot!

Matching
Theodore = frog
Joseph = bear
Uncle Solomon = screech owl
John = fox
Mac = wildcat
Homer = snake
Randolph = beetle
Jack = horse
FREDDY THE COWBOY
Activity Page

VOCABULARY
quirt: a riding whip with a short handle and a lash of braided rawhide

FILL IN THE BLANKS
1. “The place for a chairman is in a ________.”
2. “Mrs. Wiggins’ ________--witted sister, Mrs. Wogus.”
3. Eeny was a ________.
4. Cy’s real name was ____________.
5. Howard is a ________________.
6. Howard explains he doesn’t know how to mumble since he never got as far as ____________ grade.

TRIVIA
1. Who is Taffy?
2. Who was the Head Horrible?
3. Who invented the Horrible 10?
4. What type of animal is Aunt Effie Peck? Whose Aunt is she?
5. Why did the 4th can jump before Freddy fired his gun?
6. What name does Freddy use at Mr. Flint’s rodeo?
7. Which animal is invited to be an Associate Horrible?
8. Who taught Freddy to ride?

BONUS QUESTIONS
1. What were the reactions of the 3 cows to the Horrible 10’s performance in the barn during the lightening storm?
2. After falling down many times while Freddy practiced roping her, Mrs. Wiggins got a bottle of what from Mrs. Bean to rub onto her aches.
FREDDY THE COWBOY

ACTIVITY ANSWER SHEET

FILL IN THE BLANKS
1. chair
2. slow
3. mouse
4. Cyclone
5. field mouse
6. second

TRIVIA
1. a squirrel
2. Rabbit number 23
3. Jinx
4. hen, she is Henrietta’s Aunt
5. cousin Augustus was too excited and pulled the string before Freddy fired
6. Mr. Snake Peters
7. Howard, the mouse
8. his horse

BONUS QUESTIONS
1. Mrs. Wutzburger fainted; Mrs. Wogus hid her head in the hay; Mrs. Wiggins laughed
2. arnica
FREDDY RIDES AGAIN
ACTIVITY SHEET

Match the mouse to his activity
Eeny has nightmares
Cousin Augustus walks in his sleep
Eek snores

Fill in the blanks with the correct names
1. The Margarine's cat's name is ________.
2. The fox's name is ____________.
3. Mr. Witherspoon's first name is ________.
4. The head operative in the animal detective agency is ____________.
5. The Comanche Kid is ________________.

Who is it?
1. "Just a bag of wind surrounded by feathers"
2. "to be hired to find himself, to disguise himself from himself in order to follow his own tracks"

Which 3 animals lived with uncles?
1___________ 2___________ 3 ____________

Circle the family which was not a neighbor of the Beans
Macy's Schermerhorns Witherspoons Hall Gimbles

Which cow?
1. Who sat in Mr. Margarine's front hall, admiring herself in the mirror?
2. Which cow was captured by Mr. Margarine?
3. match the cow to her look
   Mrs. Wiggins looked kind and dumb
   Mrs. Wurzburger looked kind and intelligent
   Mrs. Wogus looked kind and sort of halfway between

Fill in the blanks
Arthur said that "True ________ are more than pitchers of _______!"

Bonus questions
1. Who prepared a lecture entitled "I was a Fugitive from Justice"?
2. Whose cousin was Izzy?
3. What is Mrs. Margarine's first name?
FREDDY RIDES AGAIN
ANSWER SHEET

Match the mouse to his activity
Eeny snores; Cousin Augustus has nightmares; Eek walks in his sleep

Fill in the blanks with the correct names

Who is it?
1. Uncle Wesley   2. Freddy

Which 3 animals lived with uncles?
1. Alice   2. Emma   3. Vera

Circle the family which was not a neighbor of the Beans
Gimbles

Which cow?
1. Mrs. Wogus   2. Mrs. Wiggins
3. Mrs. Wiggins looked kind and intelligent
   Mrs. Wogus looked kind and dumb
   Mrs. Wurzburger looked kind and sort of halfway between

Fill in the blanks
friends, cream

Bonus questions
1. Charles
2. Jacob’s cousin
3. Mirabel
FREDDY THE PILOT
ACTIVITY SHEET

BOOKS
What book was Freddy reading at the beginning of *Freddy the Pilot*?

COWS
1. Each of the 3 cows is known for something different. Match the cow to that activity or quality for which she is known.
   - Mrs. Wiggins: track work
   - Mrs. Wogus: being dumb
   - Mrs. Wurzburger: Freddy's partner in the detective business
2. Which cow is the middle sister?

NAMES
1. Circle the name of the muskrat. Muscle Krat Lyman
2. What is the name of Sniffy Wilson's wife?
3. Who is Annie Carraway?
4. Circle the names of 2 of Sniffy Wilson's daughters. Petunia Pepper Violet

FILL IN THE BLANKS
1. Mr. Bean said "When there's several things you can do, but they're all likely to turn out badly, and you can't decide--you're in a _________. Circle 2 words that could complete this sentence.
   - trouble dilemma quandary
2. In the detective firm of Frederick and Wiggins, Freddy supplied the ________ and Mrs. Wiggins supplied the ________ ________.
3. Since snakes have no hands with which to turn pages of books, Willy, the boa constrictor, turned them with his ________.

CIRCLE THE ANSWERS
1. Using the Improved Piggy Bank, which item did Freddy and Sniffy not find in the Bean's garden?
   - 37 cents watch arrowhead empty cartridge cases
2. Who was not a passenger in Freddy's airplane?
   - Mr. Bean Jinx Mrs. Bean Leo Mr. Condiment

'COLLOQUY'
Mr. Groper was planning on indulging in a "colloquy" with Mr. and Mrs. Bean. Which of the following words was he planning on doing?
   - talking arguing eating

BONUS QUESTIONS
1. What is the name of Mr. Boomschmidt's horse?
2. How many children does Sniffy Wilson have?
Freddy the Pilot
Answer Sheet

BOOKS
Robin Hood

COWS
1. Mrs. Wiggins-Freddy’s partner in detective business
   Mrs. Wogus—being dumb
   Mrs. Wurzburger-track work
2. Mrs. Wurzburger

NAMES
1. Lyman
2. Aroma
3. Madame Delphine’s real name
4. Petunia, Violet

FILL IN THE BLANKS
1. dilemma, quandary
2. ideas; common sense
3. nose

CIRCLE THE ANSWERS
1. arrowhead
2. Mr. Condiment

‘COLLOQUIY’
talking

BONUS QUESTIONS
1. Rod
2. 7
FREDDY AND THE SPACESHIP
ACTIVITY SHEET

Unscramble the Letters: In these letters you will find a friend of
Freddy and the type of animal that friend is
hooxjnf

Fill in the Blanks
1. Mrs. Wiggins strong point was her _______ ________.

Numbers
1. How many people were in the Bismuth family?
2. How many animals did Uncle Ben pick to go on the spaceship?
3. How much were the tickets to Mars?
4. How much did it cost to take a bus to Syracuse?
5. How many humans went on the spaceship?
6. Uncle Ben talks in sentences ______ words long.

Who, What, Which, Why and How
1. How are the Bismuths related to the Beans?
2. What color is Georgie?
3. Which of the 4 animals on the spaceship was able to move more
   easily when the lack of gravity caused them all to float in the air?
4. Who was the stowaway on the Spaceship?
5. Which cow was trained to run a short wave transmitter?
6. Which cow was arrested for stealing a purse?
7. Why does Cousin Augustus hiccup?
8. Who took possession of ‘Mars’ for the United States?
9. To what did this person tie the American flag?
10. What name did the spaceship occupants give ‘Mars’?
11. Why was Mrs. Wogus not entrusted with the secret of Freddy’s
disguise?

Bonus Questions
1. How old is Uncle Ben?
2. Mrs. Wiggin’s legal team consisted of:
   1__________ 2__________ 3__________

3. What names did Rabbit #23 give his twins?

FINISH THE POEM
“Come with Freddy and see New Beanland”
Unscramble the Letters
   John, fox

Fill in the Blanks
   common sense

Numbers
   1. 4
   2. 4 (Freddy, Jinx, Charles, Georgie)
   3. $5
   4. $2
   5. 2 (Uncle Ben and Mrs. Peppercorn)
   6. 2

Who, What, Which, Why and How
   1. Mrs. Bismuth and Mrs. Bean are cousins
   2. brown
   3. Charles, he had wings
   4. Cousin Augustus
   5. Mrs. Wurzburger
   6. Mrs. Wiggins
   7. he hiccups when he is nervous
   8. Mrs. Peppercorn
   9. to the handle of her umbrella
   10. New Beanland
   11. she wasn't very bright

Bonus Questions
   1. 47
   2. Old Whibley, John the fox, Uncle Solomon the screech owl
   3. 84 1/2 and 84 and the other half
FREDDY AND MEN FROM MARS

TRIVIA

1) Who assisted Uncle Ben as he worked on his space ship?
2) What is the name of Uncle Ben's station wagon's engine?
3) What is the full name of Mr. Boomschmidt's circus?
4) Where does Mrs. Peppercorn think the Martians are from, and why?
5) How does Mr. Boomschmidt usually win an argument?
6) What is the first thing the Martians want to inspect?
7) What earth creatures could understand the Martians immediately?
8) What was Mrs. Hapgood's talent?

WHO SAID IT?

1) Squash the enemy to a grease spot.
2) Who we going to fight, the dictionary?
3) You noisy old rattlebeak.
4) What is in the Bean Home News one afternoon, is in the New York Times next morning.
5) There is obviously something rotten in the state of Denmark.

MATCH EACH NAME TO THE TYPE OF ANIMAL

1) Uncle Bill (a) Hippo
2) Leo (b) Snake
3) Andrew (c) Hen
4) Willy (d) Buffalo
5) Hannibal (e) Elephant
6) Mrs. Hapgood (f) Lion

BONUS QUESTIONS

1) What is the first line of the song Freddy uses as the model for his "homesick song"?
2) What contradiction occurs in the story after Willy is accused of eating Henrietta's children? [Hint: Where is Charles?]
FREDDY AND THE MEN FROM MARS
ANSWER SHEET

TRIVIA
1) Mrs. Peppercorn [p 5]
2) Benjamin Bean Atomic Engine [p 13]
3) Boomschmidt's Stupendous and Unexcelled Circus [p 15]
4) Rooshia, red suits [p 11]
5) Gets his opponents so confused they forget what they were arguing about [p 25]
6) Uncle Ben's spaceship [p 145]
7) The Webbs [p 148]
8) She could whistle "Dixie" [p 155]

WHO SAID IT?
1) Charles [p 204]
2) Old Whibley [p 206]
3) Henrietta [p 210]
4) Simon [p 217]
5) Uncle Solomon [p 220]

MATCHING
1) (d); 2) (f); 3) (a); 4) (b); 5) (e); 6) (c)

BONUS
1) Way down upon the Swanee Ribber [p 97]
2) Charles leaves but is still there [pp 68-9]
MATCH NAMES TO TYPES OF ANIMALS
Jacob    bear
Mac      rabbit
Peter    wasp
No. 12   wildcat

NUMBERS
1. How many fingers did Chirp-Squeak have on each hand?
2. How many cows enjoyed ice-skating?
3. How many shoulders did 2-Clicks have?

WHO, WHICH, WHY, AND WHAT
1. Which well known poet does Mrs. Peppercorn rewrite?
2. Why does Mr. Bean prefer to skate backwards?
3. Whose glasses did Freddy use in Baseball Team from Mars?
4. Why did Freddy trip and stumble so much when he donned the glasses?
5. Of which organization was Mr. Pomeroy the head?
6. Who was Agent W-2?
7. Why do spiders not like to bite people?
8. What role did Henrietta play in the Boomschmidt Martian’s procession?
9. Who babysat the Webbs’ children while they investigated Mr. Anderson’s house?
10. Whom did Brooks compare to Eliza crossing the ice in Uncle Tom’s Cabin?
11. Why doesn’t Oscar worry?

UNSCRAMBLE THE LETTERS to find the word Walter R. Brooks used to describe Mrs. Peppercorn’s laugh
scftouienen ____________________

BONUS QUESTIONS
1. What color was the cape with a hood with which Freddy covered himself in Mrs. Church’s closet?
2. Name the 4 members of the circus quartet who sang before the ballgame.
ANSWER SHEET
FREDDY AND THE BASEBALL TEAM FROM MARS

MATCH NAMES TO TYPES OF ANIMALS
Jacob  wasp
Mac    wildcat
Peter  bear
No. 12  rabbit

NUMBERS
1. 7 fingers on each hand
2. only one, Mrs. Wiggins
3. 4 shoulders

WHO, WHICH, WHY AND WHAT
1. Longfellow
2. he can better manage his pipe, the smoke doesn’t get in his eyes
3. Mrs. Bean’s father’s
4. the glasses were for someone who was very near-sighted
5. A.B.I. Animal Bureau of Investigation
6. Jacob the Wasp
7. they don’t like the taste
8. drum majorette
9. Mrs. Wiggins
10. cousin Clifford’s wife (Webbs’ cousins) standing on an ice cube in
    Mr. Anderson’s root beer
11. he doesn’t have brains enough to worry

UNSCRAMBLE THE LETTERS
infectious

BONUS QUESTIONS
1. plum
2. Mr. Hercules, Leo, Uncle Bill, Andrew (hippopotamus)
FREDDY AND SIMON THE DICTATOR
ACTIVITY PAGE

Circle the one who is not an enemy of the Beans and their animals.
Herb Garble  Mrs. Underdunk  Mr. Anderson  Simon  Mrs. Peppercorn

Match the names to the professions:
Mr. Feebler   Colonel
Wolley       official historian of the Bean Farm
Wintersip   Democratic candidate for Governor
Blunder       Butler
Anguish       Doctor
Buglett       Senator
Bannister     Judge
Mr. Brooks    Judge

Words
1. If you lived in the gubernatorial mansion, you would be a: circle correct response
   prisoner    pilot    governor    president

2. If you are an incumbent mayor, you are
   laying down    currently in office   eating    entering the office

Stingers: Fill in the blanks
Jacob is a ________; Horace is a ____________.

Unscramble the letters to see what game Mr. Bean was playing while a guest at the
   Centerboro jail?  uroeqtc

Names
1. Whose name is Grass-on face?
2. What is Freddy's Indian name?
3. What is Mr. Bean's first name?

Numbers
Bad rats were shipped to Montana. Traveling only on land, how many states away
from New York is Montana?

Alliterations: words that begin with the same sound
Name the people described by the following alliterations:
1. Henry Hopper
2. pink-eyed powder puff
3. giggling governor

Thought Question: What do you think the Beans ate? Were they vegetarian?
FREDDY AND SIMON THE DICTATOR
ANSWER PAGE

Circle the one who is not an enemy of the Beans and their animals.
Mrs. Peppercorn

Match the names to the professions:
Mr. Feebler-Democratic candidate for Governor; Willey-Judge; Wintersip-Doctor; Blunder-Senator; Anguish-Judge; Buglett-Colonel; Bannister-Butler;
Mr. Brooks-official historian of the Bean Farm

Words
1. governor
2. currently in office

Stingers: Fill in the blanks
Jacob is a wasp; Horace is a bumblebee.

Unscramble
croquet

Names
1. Mr. Camphor
2. Ham-that-walks
3. William

Numbers
Going only on land, Montana is 7 states away from New York

Alliterations
1. Freddy
2. rabbit no. 23
3. Mr. Camphor
FREDDY AND THE FLYING SAUCER PLANS
ACTIVITY SHEET

MATCH THE ANIMALS TO THE NAMES
Cy          rabbit
Jinx        squirrel
Bill        pony
Samuel Jackson  robin
J.J. Pomeroy   cat
Gustav      goat
#24         mole
Jerry Peters  ant
Fido        bumblebee
Horace      beetle

WHO, WHAT, WHY, WHERE AND WHEN
1. Who is the director of the A.B.I.?
2. What types of guns does Freddy carry in his holsters?
3. For what do the initials A.B.I. stand?
4. Why would most crooks rather face bullets than be drenched with cheap perfume?
5. When Freddy was in jail he read a book about the lives of famous _________.
6. Where do Eek, Quik, Eeny and Cousin Augustus sleep?

NUMBERS
1. How much money did Jinx have in the First Animal Bank?
2. Martians have ________ arms and ________ eyes
3. Uncle Ben's cylinder was put in safe deposit hole # ________.
4. Mr. Bean has been smoking his pipe for ________ years.

WHO SAID IT?
“"The Blood of Governors runs in my veins.”

WHICH ANIMALS DO THE FOLLOWING WORDS DESCRIBE?
1. “rounded...more elegantly curved...”
2. “chinless, snake-tailed, bug-shaped things”

BONUS QUESTIONS
1. Who is Zelda Field?
2. Why did J.J. Pomeroy switch to glasses that pinch on the nose or beak instead of wearing regular spectacles?
3. "Moles are insectivorous." What does insectivorous mean?
FREDDY AND THE FLYING SAUCER PLANS
ANSWER SHEET

MATCH THE ANIMALS TO THE NAME
Cy-pony; Jinx-cat; Bill-goat; Samuel Jackson-mole; J.J.Pomeroy-robin; Gustav-squirrel; #24-rabbit; Jerry Peters-ant; Fido-beetle; Horace-bumblebee

WHO, WHAT, WHY, WHERE AND WHEN
1. J.J.Pomeroy
2. a cap pistol and a water pistol
3. Animal Bureau of Intelligence
4. if they should go into hiding, they would be easy to smell and thus find
5. bandits
6. in a cigar box under the stove

NUMBERS
1. 8 cents
2. 4 arms, 3 eyes
3. #18
4. 40 years

WHO SAID IT?
Sybil, the mosquito

WHICH ANIMALS DO THE FOLLOWING WORDS DESCRIBE?
1. a pig
2. mice

BONUS QUESTIONS
1. Freddy disguised as a gypsy fortune teller
2. he has no ears to hook spectacles behind and was losing his glasses
3. feeding on insects
Freddy and the Dragon

Fun with Words: Mrs. Talcum cannot say the letters ed ad eb. Translate what she says below into proper English:

"Two hundred years ago folks took stuff to bake 'eb sdeeze. Dew how to get edjoybedt out of life id those days. Do do what's cub over people today. Parties ad busic ad dadcig whed there's just as buch fud id a good sdeezig fit."

Truly Trivial:

a) What does A.B.I. stand for?
b) What does Jinx teach the kitten at Ollie Groper's hotel?
c) Which two animals prefer clean and tidy living quarters?
d) Why does Uncle Ben invent the dragon?
e) Name the title and the author of a famous story about a headless horseman in New York.

Encyclopedia Time: Thurlow is described as a "weasel-like" animal, but he is a mink. What is the difference between a mink and a weasel?

Imagination Time: No one behaves well 100% of the time—not even Freddy, who only washes his face and trots once a day. Samuel Jackson gets Percy to reform by pretending to be his conscience. Pretend you are the conscience of one of the characters other than Percy. What would you say to that person or animal?
FREDDY AND THE DRAGON
ANSWER SHEET

Truly Trivial answers:

a) Animal Bureau of Investigation
b) Purr
c) Mr. Webb and the snake that is Gimpy Jones’ accomplice
d) To help Jimmy Witherspoon raise money for his baseball team uniform fund
e) The Legend of Sleepy Hollow by Washington Irving - available at your library!